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Assisted Living Memory Care
12 private rooms in a state of the art unit providing dementia specific care.

Assisted Living
11 private rooms that will meet the needs of those requiring more physical or medical assistance.

Assisted Living
12 Suites that provide care for residents that do not require 2 staff members for physical assistance.

Assisted Living Memory Care
12 private rooms in a state of the art unit providing dementia specific care.

Assisted Living
11 private rooms that will meet the needs of those requiring more physical or medical assistance.

Assisted Living
12 Suites that provide care for residents that do not require 2 staff members for physical assistance.

Framing & Design Experts
Archival, museum quality framing done on premises by professional picture framers
Unique selection of frames, including leather, welded steal & locally sourced barnwood & hardwoods
Delivery & installation for home & business throughout Wisconsin

Locally Owned & Operated For Over 30 Years

Mon-Wed, Fri: 9-6 • Thurs: 9-7 • Sat: 9-5 • Sun 12-4
1901 Monroe St., Madison, WI 53711 (free customer parking behind shop) • 608.255.7330
www.monroestreetframing.com • info@monroestreetframing.com
WHO’S WHO IN THE CAST

STEVE LANDES (Vocals, Rhythm Guitar, Harmonica, Piano, Original Broadway Cast) a life-long, second generation Beatles fan, Steve taught himself guitar at ten by listening to Beatles records and by 13 was fronting a top 40 cover band in his native Philadelphia. At 17 he joined Beatlemania and further developed his musicianship, touring the world with the show. After “passing the audition” with the existing Rain band members in 1998, his career was set. On one of his travels to England, he found himself at Liverpool’s Casbah Club, owned by pre-Ringo Beatles drummer Pete Best. Encouraged to get on stage, Steve belted out lead vocals to the Beatles rocker “Slow Down,” while Best sat in on drums. As a backup musician, Steve has performed alongside legendary sixties artists Peter Noone (Herman’s Hermits), Joey Molland (Badfinger), Mitch Ryder and the Detroit Wheels and Tiny Tim. As an actor, he appeared in the films Wedding Bell Blues, For Which He Stands and Tim Burton’s Mars Attacks! Steve writes and records his own original music. www.steve-landes.com, facebook.com/steve.landes.rain.

PAUL CURATOLO (Vocals, Bass, Piano, Guitar) The Beatles became Paul’s biggest influence as a child growing up with RAIN. At ten years old, his musical journey began when he taught himself the drums. He quickly adapted to guitar & piano which drove him to write and record his own music. When he was 14, as a member of the pop band “Wayward”, he went on to record five albums. Until recently the band has toured the U.S. and was voted home town heroes in A.P. magazine (Alternative Press). Paul’s love for the Beatles has driven him to master the character of Paul McCartney down to every detail. From vocal inflections to turning the bass over to perform left-handed. Paul considers it an honor to pay tribute to his idol.

AARON CHIAZZA (Drums, Percussion, Vocals) began playing music at the young age of 5 when his parents gifted him a drum set. This drum set did not last long under the strength of a kindergartner and eventually he moved into a full size instrument by early elementary school. Early yet important musical influences stemmed from a blend of past era funk, soul, jazz, rock, and others. From there he went on to study music in an academic setting through high school and college participating in Jazz, Symphonic, and percussion ensembles. Amongst tossing up time between original projects, writing and shows, Aaron also loves being an audio engineer and artist. You can follow his work and ventures with RAIN on his website - www.AaronChiazza.com

ALASTAR McNEIL (Vocals, Lead Guitar, Guitar Synth) Born and raised on the island of O‘ahu, State of Hawai‘i, Alastar McNeil grew up surrounded by musicians who played ukulele and guitar. These instruments would play a pivotal role in his life as he became an ukulele luthier - for a time supervising a local factory - and eventually changed careers to fulfill the dream of being a full time musician. Alastar and his wife Miwa (herself a kiho‘alu or Hawaiian slack key guitarist) have played with the iconic band Kupa‘āina for years even as he earned a solid reputation for his instrumentation and adaptability playing with Honolulu bands doing everything from Irish to reggae, funk to classic rock and even a local Beatles tribute. “Playing with RAIN has challenged and improved my ability to express myself not just as a musician but as an actor and entertainer as well. Nothing is more thrilling!”

MARK BEYER (Keyboard, Percussion) began piano lessons at age 8, and at 12 was given special acceptance into a local University music school where he was privately trained in piano and music theory. At 14, he began experimenting with electronic keyboards and synthesizers from the 1970s, and played professionally in a progressive rock band. As keyboard technology advanced, Mark became known for his uncanny reproductions of elaborate sound textures, exotic instruments, and simulations of full orchestras. Mark is the primary programmer and sound designer for the keyboards currently used in RAIN’s production. www.Beatlekeys.com
Performers may change. Additional musicians may include:

JOEY CURATOTO (Vocals, Bass, Piano, Guitar, Original Broadway Cast) grew up in a Brooklyn household where classical music and opera formed the soundtrack. A natural musician, he was infatuated with The Beatles, taught himself guitar at age 10 and played piano by ear at 16. After winning multiple McCartney sound-alike contests, Joey toured with the Broadway production of Beatlemania. He joined Rain shortly after, and helped transform the band into the multimedia production it is today. In addition, he is an active singer/songwriter and studio musician. His original Christmas song “Wishing You a Very Merry Christmas” is featured on Broadway’s Carols for a Cure, Volume 12 (to benefit BC/EFA) as well as the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation’s Hope for the Holidays charity album. When Universal Pictures needed a McCartney sound, they contacted Joey to record the song “Love Take Me Down” for the recently released comedy Role Models. For Joey, performing on Broadway was a dream come true.

JOE BITHORN (Vocals, Lead Guitar, Guitar Synth, Sitar, Original Broadway Cast) grew up in Manhattan and Long Island, where he was exposed to a variety of music including jazz, Latin, classical and more. By age three, his musical father taught his children how to sing harmony. He was profoundly influenced by the experiences he had at Carnegie Hall through his Mom, who worked with the Festival Casals. Thanks to The Beatles’ appearance on Ed Sullivan, Joe took a strong interest in the guitar. Early influences include the band Cream, and Joe developed the ability to learn guitar parts by ear by age 14. By age 16, he was so proficient that he was recruited for studio sessions. While in high school, Joe and his brother formed the Bithorn Brothers Band, performing the early music of the Allman Brothers Band. Joe heard about an audition for Beatlemania and was hired for the touring production as George. After touring with the show in North America, Joe joined Rain in 1983 and has been touring the world ever since.

CHRIS SMALLWOOD (Keyboard, Percussion) Chris fell in love with music as a young kid, but didn’t fall onto a piano bench until high school, when he broke his leg. Just two years later, he was invited to Kentucky’s prestigious Governor’s School for the Arts program. In 2008, Chris received a bachelor of music from Belmont University, and in 2010 earned his master of music from the University of Louisville. Chris has toured internationally with Rain: A Tribute to the Beatles for over eight years, and loves sharing his passion for The Beatles’ music with fans all over the world. Chris currently serves as adjunct music faculty at Belmont University, and owns Mockingbird Musicians – a Nashville contracting service for live music and entertainment. Chris was appointed Music Director/Performer for the “Eat Your Science” tour, Chef Alton Brown’s live show. Chris released his first piano pop record, “Out in the Open,” which is available on iTunes.

JIM IRIZARRY (Vocals, Rhythm Guitar, Piano, Harmonica) is from Chicago, IL, and began singing and playing the music of his favorite band, The Beatles, at the age of 12. He performed in local Chicago Beatle bands and learned the harmonica to master some of his early Beatle favorites. Years later Jim visited Liverpool for Beatle Week and made several appearances at the Cavern Club. He naturally captures the look and sound of Lennon and transforms himself through all eras of The Beatles, as well as recreating John’s famous humor and onstage antics.

RALPH CASTELLI (Drums, Percussion, Vocals, Original Broadway Cast) was born and raised in southern California, surrounded by a musically talented family, and by age six became passionate about playing drums. On that momentous night in February, 1964, when The Beatles first appeared on “The Ed Sullivan Show,” Ralph was hypnotized and knew playing drums was what he was born to do. Captivated by Ringo Starr and The Beatles that night, Ralph’s excitement continued to
grow, and his dream would eventually become his reality. After touring and performing with numerous bands and pursuing his acting career, Ralph landed the role of Ringo Starr in the touring production of Beatlemania and was also cast as Ringo in Beatlemania: The Movie. His talent, drum techniques, humor, style and appearance were in his favor. Ralph joined Rain in 1986 and was thrilled to be on Broadway.

MARK LEWIS (Founder, Manager, Original Keyboardist). As the managerial and creative mind that transformed Rain from a 1970’s southern California bar band doing Beatles covers into an ultra-professional group, Mark Lewis recruited the excellent musicians who would gel into Rain’s long-standing line-up. He traces his love of the Fab Four to the Sunday night of February 9, 1964, when his generation was smitten by The Beatles on “The Ed Sullivan Show.” Originally called Reign, the band gained national fame, changed its name to Rain and cut the soundtrack to the made-for-TV movie Birth of The Beatles (thanks to Dick Clark). An accomplished pianist at 13, having studied since age five, he began his career playing the Farfisa organ in teenage rock bands around his native Los Angeles. It was Mark, the original keyboard player with Rain, who worked out all of the musical parts and sounds that enabled Rain to bring to life many songs that The Beatles themselves never performed live.

MAGICSPACE ENTERTAINMENT (Producer). MagicSpace Entertainment is headed by Lee D. Marshall, Joe Marsh, John Ballard, Steve Boulay and Bruce Granath and has been producing and presenting national tours, Broadway shows, concerts and museum exhibits worldwide for over 35 years. Consistently one of the top promoters in the world, MagicSpace Entertainment typically produces and presents more than 350 events worldwide per year. Recent Broadway credits include The Illusionists - Witness the Impossible (Broadway & West End), Donny & Marie – A Broadway Christmas, American Idiot and RAIN - A Tribute To The Beatles On Broadway. National tour credits include The Illusionists – Live From Broadway, Lord of the Dance created by Michael Flatley, Jamie Hyneman and Adam Savage starring in Mythbusters - Unleashed, Alton Brown Live, Mannheim Steamroller Christmas by Chip Davis, Donny & Marie Christmas, RAIN – A Tribute to the Beatles, The Magic of David Copperfield, Circus 1903 – The Golden Age of Circus, Jesus Christ Superstar, A Chorus Line and national concert tours by Janet Jackson, Cher and Fleetwood Mac to name just a few. Touring museum exhibitions produced include Juassic World: The Exhibition, Tutankhamun and the Golden Age of the Pharaohsexhibition, Titanic: The Exhibition and Diana –A Celebration, St Peter and the Vatican: The Legacy of the Popes exhibition. MagicSpace Entertainment has offices in Park City and Salt Lake City, UT. www.magicspace.net

BURNIE’S ROCK SHOP
901 E. Johnson St.
Madison, WI 53703
608-251-2601
Custom Jewelry & Repair
Connecting you with the elements since 1962!

BURNIE’S
On Park
636 S. Park St.
Madison, WI 53715
608-630-9419
Jewelry & Home Decór
Become a fan of Rain on Twitter @raintribute, Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube!
SPECIAL THANKS
To John, Paul, George and Ringo without whom we wouldn’t be here.
Thank you to all of our family, friends, and fans
for all their love and support throughout the years.
Sid Bernstein, Casey Leonard

SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING – Martin Bandier, Peter Brodsky,
Jimmy Asci, Hofner Guitars
Shea Stadium photos courtesy of Tony Griffin
And the late Jim Riddle

CREDITS
Ludwig Drums. Zildjian Cymbals. VicFirth Drumsticks,. Evans Drum Heads. Dan Dean/ Dan Dean
Productions for his Solo Strings Advanced. Pyramid Strings. LaBella Bass & Guitar Strings. Dean Markley
Designs. B. Zee Brokerage LTD.
Video Equipment Rentals. Celebrity Coaches.

MUSIC CREDITS
She Loves You, Please Please Me, From Me To You, I Want To Hold Your Hand, A Hard Days Night, If I Fell,
I’m Happy Just To Dance, Yesterday, I Feel Fine, The Night Before, Help, Day Tripper, Twist and Shout, Sgt.
Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band, With A Little Help From My Friends, Eleanor Rigby, Lucy In The Sky
With Diamonds, When I’m 64, Sgt. Pepper (Reprise), A Day In The Life, Penny Lane, Blackbird, Across The
Universe, Ob-La-Di Ob-La-Da, In My Life, Here Comes The Sun, While My Guitar Gently Weeps, Come
Together, Get Back, Revolution, The End, Give Peace A Chance, Let It Be, Hey Jude
Written by John Lennon and Paul McCartney © Sony/ATV Music Publishing LLC.
Twist and Shout written by Bert Berns and Phil Medley © Sony/ATV Music Publishing LLC and Sloopy II
Music, Here Comes The Sun, While My Guitar Gently Weeps
written by George Harrison © Harrisongs Publishing.

PRICELESS
doesn’t mean
PRICEY!

Find dozens of
FREE performances at
OVERTURE.ORG/LOWCOST
SCARP ARTS MUSIC

Children of Metropolis

THU, APR 26, 2018 | 7:30 PM
Capitol Theater

Black Violin

THU, MAY 3, 2018 | 7:30 PM
Capitol Theater

Plus: A Limited number of VIP tickets with meet & greet available!
SUPPORT FOR OVERTURE

We gratefully acknowledge the following contributors to Overture Center for the Arts.

PUBLIC SUPPORT
An annual commitment from the City of Madison helps support Overture Center. Mayor Paul Soglin, the Madison Common Council and City of Madison residents deserve our gratitude for their generous support.

LOCAL LEGENDS
The Local Legends program honors individuals and organizations who lead by example in their support of the arts and community engagement. We want to acknowledge those who wish to create a legacy through a transformative gift of $100,000 or more to Overture and our community.

2016-17
Exact Sciences Corporation
Jun & Sandy Lee
Nick & Judy Topitzes
An anonymous couple in honor of Glenda Noel-Ney, Overture’s VP of Advancement, and Tim Sauers, VP of Programming and Community Engagement, for their dedication to the arts throughout their careers, and their tremendous influence on making Overture this wonderful place to be introduced to, experience and enjoy the arts
An anonymous couple because they believe Overture is a beautiful space that everyone should be able to enjoy

2015-16
Jim & Sue Bakke
Diane Endres Ballweg
Jim Imhoff & Kitty Kuhl
Jonathan & Susan Lipp
Tom & Peggy Pyle

2014-15
An anonymous donor in honor of Ted & Gail DeDee
Ron & Deborah Krantz

2013-14
Bea & Lau Christensen
Joe & Mary Ellyn Sensenbrenner

2012-13
Dianne Christensen
Kelly Family Foundation
Madison Gas & Electric Foundation, Inc.

CORPORATE & FOUNDATION SUPPORTERS

Historic Sponsor
American Girl’s Fund for Children Madison Gas & Electric Foundation, Inc.

$20,000-$100,000
Adams Outdoor Advertising
Bell Laboratories
Cleaving Systems Integration, LLC
Exact Sciences Corporation
Full Compass Systems, LTD
George Kress Foundation
Kuehn Family Foundation
Lexus of Madison
Madison Community Foundation
Mirror34 Productions
Noble Chef Hospitality Group
Shine United

$10,000-$14,999
Altria
County of Dane
Evjue Foundation
Madison Club
Madison-Kipp Corporation
National Guardian Life Insurance
SupraNet Communications, Inc.
UW Credit Union
Webcrafters, Inc.
Wisconsin Arts Board
WISC-TV

$5,000-$9,999
Axley Brynelson, LLP
The Burish Group
Custer Plumb Financial Services
CUNA Mutual Group
Dane Arts
DreamBank
First Weber Group
Hooper Corporation
Johnson Bank
Madison Investment Advisors
Milwaukee Bucks
Pepsi-Cola of Madison
Plastic Ingenuity

$1,000-$4,999
Arts Midwest
BMO Harris Bank
Elite Realty Services, LLC
Friends of Overture Center for the Arts
Ian’s Pizza on State
Kilwins
Madison College
North Central Group
Think Ink
U.S. Bank
UnityPoint Health - Meriter
WIPFLI LLP

Stark Company Realty
TASC
TRICOR, Inc.
SSM Health
State Bank of Cross Plains
Wahlin Foundation on behalf of Stoughton Trailers
Zendesk
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INDIVIDUAL GIFTS

**Benfactor ($50,000 - $99,999)**

Joe & Mary Ellyn Sensenbrenner

**Limelight ($25,000 - $49,999)**

Jim Imhoff & Kitty Kuhl
Roma E. Lenahan

**Lead ($10,000 - $24,999)**

Anonymous (2)
Anna & Andrew Burish
Tom & Martha Beach
The Blake Family
Ellen L. Brothers
The Bruning Foundation in honor of Jamal Kharbush & Beth Bingham
Eliot Butler
Betty Harris Custer & J. Corkey Custer
James Dahlberg & Elsebeth Lund
The Deatley Family Foundation
Marjorie Devereaux & David Hall
Dan & Natalie Erdman
Kathleen J. Hempel
John Kress*
Peggy Lindberg*
Jeffery & Tiffany Mack
Dale & Deborah Nickels
John & Mary Schroeder
Konya & Matt Schuh
Brad & Nicole Smith
Dr. Robb Whinney

**Cameo ($5,000 - $9,999)**

Anonymous (2)
Steve & Shirley Crocker
Ted DeDe
Katie Dowling-Marcus & Ben Marcus
Sue & Rob Engelke
Roberta Gassman & Lester Pines
Larry & Sharon Hahn
Curt & Dawn Hastings
Dr. Matthew Hebert and Mrs. Sherri Hebert
Joe & LuAnn Meyers
Dale & Deborah Nickels
Linda Baldwin O'Hern & Vince O'Hern
Gus & Mary Paras
Marcee Place
Dan & Lonnie Schmidt
Ed & Jennifer Snow
Charles Stonecipher
Helen Stoneman
Stephen & Carey Weiler

**Artist ($1,250 – 4,999)**

Anonymous (7)
Carla & Fernando Alvarado
Kristine & Paul Ashe
Mark Aukil & Michael Beere
George Austin & Martha Vukelich-Austin
Tino Balio & Mary Pinkerton
Diane Endres Ballweg
Dean & Nancy Baumgardner
Dianne Benson & Kristin Koeffler
Linda & Niles Berman
Judy & Mark Bunge
Frank Burgess
Jim & Cathie Burgess
Michael Caliva & Marcy Seiler
Thomas & Patricia Carroll
Dennis & Lynn Christensen
Scott & Jacqueline Cooper
Kristine & Mark Corey
Tony D'Alessandro & Alison TenBruggencate
Beverly & Craig Davis
John Delamater & Janet Hyde
Marie Dietrich, Mia & Chloe Heiligenstein
Mike & Lee Ann Dillis
Pamela Walgren & Dan Dooge
Robert N. Doornek*
Russ & Jean Endres
John & Coleen Flad
David & Linda Flakne
Joseph & Eva Fok
Dennis Funk & Tom Sanew
Stacy Gannon
Saul C. & Melody K. Glazer
Carl & Mary Gulbransen
Shawn Guse
Susi Haviland
Dr. Brandon S. Hayes
Andrew Heldrich
Ana Hooker
Wm. Pharis & Carolyn D. Horton
James & Kelly Imhoff
Stanley & Shirley Inhorn
Brian and Wade James-Richardson
Rita & Martin Kades
Michelle Kamin
Charles & Valerie Kime
Drs. Debra & Fred Kirchner
Anthony & Margaret Koblinski
Scott & Mary Kolar
Joseph D. Krupp & Diana Grove
Daniel & Jennifer Kuehn
Terry & Kathy Kurth
Richard & Judy Kvalheim
Kurt Lin
Willis Long

**Madigan Family**

John & Linda Mallon
Helen & Jeff Mattix
Marie S. McCabe
Steve & Susan McCarthy
Daniel & Mari Mc Carty
McGann Construction
Barbara McGlynn
Laura Meffert
Tom & Ann Merfeld
John & Julie Mitby
Shelley M. Moffatt
Mark & Nancy Moore
Glenda Noel-Ney & William Ney
Maxine & Dennis Palmer
Laura Peck & Gregory Anderson
John & Susan Pecotte
Frank & Laurie Peregrine
Robert Pesselman & Gerri DiMaggio-Pesselman
Michael & Regan Peters
Reynold Peterson*
Greg Pfluger & Connie McElrane
Evan & Jane Pizer
M. Diane Pollock
Catherine & David Potter
Tom Reps
Jackie & Gary Rockweiler
Orange Tree Imports
Sarah Schattle, MD
Diane Seder & Bruce Rosen
Jay & Katie Sekelsky
Lynda Sharpe
Jeanne & Joe Silverberg
Kurt Sladky & Debra Neff
Slinde Realty Company, LLC
Patty Spires-Merkel & Robert Merkel
Jayne Squirrell & Gary Lyons
Tim & Lori Stadelman
Susan Stites & Jerry Simon
John Surdyl
Richard & Marcia Taughier
Jane Taves
Judith Taylor
Thomas E. Terry
LaRynda Thoen & Neil Salyapongse
Kate J. Thompson
John & Carol Toussaint
Sal & Judy Troia
Brian & Jennifer Van Wyk
Steve & Betsy Wallman
Glenn A. Weihert & Jacqueline M. Goetz
Linda Weimer & Jean Lang
Jim & Linda Welch
Tripp & Nancy Widder
Neil F. Wienke
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Supporting Actor  
($500 - $1,249)

Anonymous (7)  
Stephanie Adler-Griffin  
Linda L. Albers  
Kit Albrecht  
Edward & Muffin Alschuler  
Colin & Melissa Anglin  
Randy & Areanne Arb  
Dr. Randy Armstrong  
Mark & Dawn Ashley  
Rajai & Chickee Atalla  
Jill Ball  
Lawrence Barton  
Matt Beckler  
Norm Berven & Barbara Mittelstaedt Berven  
Sharon & Jim Billmeyer  
Roger, Pat & Jamie Birkett  
Nancy Birmingham  
Miriam & Brian Boegel  
Matthew Boller  
Robert Bolles  
John & Jan Bonsett-veal  
Patricia Brady & Robert Smith  
Megan & Christopher Brakebush  
Cathy & Steven Brodbeck  
Bryan & Mary Brosamle  
Mary Brow  
Cat Burkat & Jason Schoephoester  
Mary & Ken Burdaker  
Eric Carlson  
Thomas & Patricia Carroll  
Jeff & Robin Cherwinka  
Jennifer Chiaverini  
Ann & Reed Coleman  
Louis Cornelius & Pris Boroniec  
Pat & Dan Cornell  
William & Karen Davis  
R. Chris & Kathy Davis  
John Delamater & Janet Hyde  
David Dohler  
Peter Doksus  
Greg & MaryAnn Dombrowski  
Lindsey Duca  
Nena & Thomas Dyhr  
Carla Edgar  
Royle Eeningenburg  
David Egger & Julie Cullman  
Jane Eisner  
Judith & Richard Ela  
Shad Fanta & Nina Kinnunen  
Michael F. Fitzpatrick  
David & Linda Flakne  
Patrick Flanagan  
Flora & Douglas Flynt  
Charles N. Ford & Sharon L. James  
Michael & Susan Fox  
Bonita Sue Friedrich  
Sara Record Frings & Gary Frings  
John & Alice Frohna  
Sandra & Norris Glick  
Lee & Don Grubb  
Jon P. & Kaaren Guenther  
Shawn Guse  
Terri Haller*  
Jan Hamik & Judy Studesville  
Judy Ham  
Mark & Debbie Hamilton  
John T. Harrington, Jr.  
Steve & Elaine Hathaway  
Ann & Roger Hauck  
Susie Haviland  
Tim & Jana Heinrich  
Kirsten Held  
Cory Higgins  
Cynthia S. Hiteman  
Marvin Hoffman  
Brad Hutter  
Andrea Jakubczak  
Norman Jenkins  
Paul & Susan Jobst  
Mary R. Johnson, MD  
Sally Jones & Aaron Friedman  
Sherrie Kalaher Mullins  
Daniel & Sheree Kehoe  
Keller Family  
Charitable Trust  
Nancy Kelly  
Kathleen M. Kelm  
Kim & Lawrence Kieck  
Larry M. Kneeland*  
Birke Knipping  
Robert & Gloria Knipschild  
Joyce Knutson  
James & Jill Krogstad  
Mark & Laura Kruck  
Marty & Mary Krueger  
Terry & Kathy Kurth  
Donald Lang  
Timothy Lardinois  
Beverly Larson  
Sid and Juli Larson  
Gerald Lefert  
Richard & Christina Lemon  
David Lenz  
Rudy & Barbara Lienau*  
Susan Lubar  
Ronald Luskin & M. Therese Ruzicka  
Stuart R. Mace  
Laura Maursetter  
Dr. Marilyn May  
Hal & Christy Mayer  
Sandy & John Mc Clure  
Cary & Brenda McNatt  
Gary & Lynn Mecklenburg  
Chris & Kelly Medenwaldt  
Mark Meloy  
Gale Meyer  
Al & Judy Miller  
Neal & Cathy Miller  
Nicholas & Elaine Mischler  
Mike Modl & Peg Littlefield-Modl  
Shelley M. Moffatt  
David S. Morel  
Brad & Kelly Mullins  
Marv Nonn  
Tom & Carol O’Connell  
Alicia Ohnstad  
Kevin Palmersheim & Kelsie Doty  
Jeffrey Parisi  
Frank & Patricia Parker  
William & Patricia Jo Paul  
Sylvia Poppelbaum  
The Raymond Group  
Tom & Jo Ann Reed  
Lori R. Reeths  
Timothy G. Reilly  
Sara E. Rem  
Janice K. Rhodes  
Drs. David & Joy Rice, in memory of Patricia Davey Struck  
Layton & Diane Rikkers

Gifts received between January 1 - December 31, 2017  
* = In support of the Grand Barton Organ Restoration

CONTACT US

Overture Center Development Department  |  608.258.4979  |  development@overture.org
PATRON SERVICES AND INFORMATION

Welcome to Overture Center for the Arts
Your enjoyment is important to us. Please contact an usher or the ticket office if you have any concerns about your experience here.

ORDERING & INFORMATION
Order online at overture.org

Buy in person/phone: Visit the ticket office located on the main level just off the Rotunda Lobby or call 608.258.4141 Mon-Fri, 11 AM-5:30 PM; Sat, 11 AM-2 PM; open additional hours evenings and weekends on days of ticketed performances.

Group orders: Groups of 10 or more receive a discount on most performances. Call 608.258.4159 to make reservations.

Visit overture.org for event listings, links to artist websites, video, audio, directions, parking and much more.

PATRON SERVICES & POLICIES
Accessibility: Request accommodations when ordering your tickets. Call 608.258.4452 for information, or to request the following:
• Wheelchair-accessible seating
• Sign language interpretation
• Braille playbill
• Other accommodations
More information: overture.org/tickets/faqs

Children and lap seating: Every person, regardless of age, must have a ticket to enter the theaters for performances. Discounted lap seats are available for some performances. Children under the age of six are not permitted at certain performances. See our season brochure, visit our website or call 608.258.4141 for information.

Event Staff: Stagehand services in Overture are provided by members of Local 251 of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees.

Ushering and other services are provided by Overture volunteers. For information, visit overture.org/volunteer or call 608.258.4962.

Lost and Found: Visit the information desk in the Rotunda Lobby or call 608.258.4973.

Rentals: For information on renting spaces for weddings, performances, meetings or other events, call 608.258.4163 or email events@overture.org.

ETIQUETTE
Please turn off all electronic devices.

Smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, is prohibited in Overture Center.

The use of cameras or audio recording in the theaters is prohibited without written permission from Overture Center and the performing company’s management.

Food, large bags and other large items are not permitted in the theaters. Bottled water and beverages in Overture refillable theater cups are allowed in the theaters at select shows.

In consideration of audience members with scent sensitivities and allergies, please refrain from use of perfumes, aftershaves and other fragrances.

RESIDENT COMPANIES
Bach Dancing & Dynamite Society
bachdancinganddynamite.org | 608.255.9866

Children’s Theater of Madison
ctmtheater.org | 608.255.2080

Forward Theater Company
forwardtheater.com | 608.234.5001

Kanopy Dance Company
kanopydance.org | 608.255.2211

Li Chiao-Ping Dance
lichiaopingdance.org | 608.835.6590

Madison Ballet
madisonballet.org | 608.278.7990

Madison Opera
madisonopera.org | 608.238.8085

Madison Symphony Orchestra
madisonsymphony.org | 608.257.3734

James Watrous Gallery
wisconsinacademy.org | 608.265.2500

Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra
wcoconcerts.org | 608.257.0638